Become a MINECRAFT MASTER
Levels

1
2
3
4
5

Challenges
u

Personalize your player

uu

Create or join a world

uuu

Levels

Challenges
u

Build a tunnel that exits at a different location

uu

Build a tunnel that goes under a lake

Configure your gameplay settings

uuu

Build or find an underground cave

u

Move around your world

u

Build a house

uu

Go in and out of a body of water

uu

Build a treehouse

uuu

Break a cube into materials

uuu

Connect your treehouse to a treehouse in another
tree

u

Gain control of an object

u

Create a vegetable garden

uu

In the inventory, change your object

uu

Domesticate an animal

uuu

Build a wooden pickaxe

uuu

Raise some livestock

u

Collect some wood

u

Build a road with a bridge

uu

Build wooden planks

uu

Build a car

uuu

Build a workshop with your wood

uuu

Build a football stadium

u

Collect some rocks

u

Build a school

uu

Build an oven

uu

Build an existing sculpture

uuu

Build a torch

uuu

Build an entire city

6
7
BRONZE

8
SILVER

9
GOLD

10
PLATINUM

Source: Karsenti, T., Bugmann, J. et Gros, P.-P. (2017). Transforming Education with Minecraft? Results of an exploratory study conducted with 118 elementary-school students.
Research Report. Montréal : CRIFPE. http://www.karsenti.ca/minecraft/files_files/Minecraft_Research_Reports_Karsenti_2017.pdf

Become a MINECRAFT MASTER
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Challenges

Levels

Challenges

11

Build a space ship as well as its launching station

16

Build an Iroquois village from the 1500’s (location,
buildings, life style, etc.)

12

Build a boat that resembles the TITANIC

17

Build and furnish a castle, be sure to protect it by building
a moat and a draw bridge

13

Build a railway system (trains, tracks, stations, etc. )

18

Build an Incan city
(locations, buildings, terraced agriculture )

14

You must use 3 different lines of command to validate this
level
- Change the gameplay mode of a player
- Make a block appear where a player is
- In the chat, send an action text in the form of "* PLAYER
text"

19

Build a city the resembles New York with an Empire State
Building and a Statue of Liberty

15

You must use 3 different lines of command to validate this
level
- Teleport one or more players to a specified area
Change the weather in your world
- Send a private message to a player

Build the Roman Forum:
RESSOURCE :
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Forum
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